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Subject: Alliance with Systems With Intelligence Inc

GDI Communications LLC is pleased to announce an alliance with Systems With
Intelligence Inc for the Transportation and Traffic marketplace.
Systems With Intelligence Inc. provides intelligent video solutions for the electric utility
industry and other mission critical applications found in harsh and remote environments.
Systems With Intelligence is an OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) that designs,
manufactures, and integrates various best in class components to offer complete video
solutions tailored specifically for the target application in the areas of physical security,
asset monitoring, video automation and safety. Supplying substation and industrial
hardened equipment coupled with sophisticated video management software that
incorporates advanced video analytics technology, Systems With Intelligence’s video
solution provides highly reliable operation in harsh environments to ensure that mission
critical operations and assets are effectively protected and operating at peak efficiency.
Systems With Intelligence management, commercial, and technical teams are comprised
of seasoned professionals who have extensive and proven experience in the application of
advanced technology solutions for mission critical applications and harsh environments.
Our experience and domain expertise in substation and industrial automation, information
technology, and utility and industrial operations makes us uniquely positioned to deliver
effective intelligent video solutions, since we understand the requirements and challenges
faced by our customers.
PRODUCTS
A typical video monitoring system utilizes components such as video cameras, digital
video servers, recorders, video management software, video analytics, storage systems,

remote access and event notification tools, and other auxiliary components (such as
communications equipment, power supplies, cabling, etc).
Generally speaking, most commercially available products have been designed to operate
in an office type environment. However, the harsh environments present within electric
utilities and industrial applications requires video monitoring equipment that is
significantly more robust and which contains specialized components that are less
susceptible to failure and which can compensate for less than ideal conditions, to ensure
that the system remains operational and reliable. In addition, the uncontrolled
environments of many sites (eg. temperature, EMI, humidity, poor and inconsistent
lighting, rain, snow, etc.) make it impractical to utilize video servers, cameras, and
software algorithms that have been designed for more commercial applications.
All Systems With Intelligence products and solutions have been specifically designed for
electric utility and industrial applications, with special emphasis on remote applications.

For additional information, please contact sales@sgdi.net or call 775-345-8000

